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Q: Errors - Does it report all the potential errors or the first error message for the record ?
A: The software will display the error that was returned from SAP. So, it will report on the primary error
stopping the process from completing. Winshuttle does also have an – also mention Extended log which
will return warning and information messages too.
Q: Are ENGIE using Winshuttle to save time and licence cost?
The time saved or avoided to date has already given us a return on investment that outweighs the cost
of the licenses purchased

Q. Today I run SAP, to upgrade to Hana I have to extract all my data to excel to validate and then upload
the validated data? Or does a simple process exist?
A: The Winshuttle product will work with SAP in the same way, regardless of whether it’s Hana or
not.process is exactly the same. The upload will be as a SAP transaction simulation which will ensure
that any SAP validations / checks will be applied. Not sure of this answer
Q. How do you deal with records that have two or more 'classes' in SAP?
A: Exactly the same way you would deal with the record in SAP. As an example, for material master you
would create the record first, then extend the created material to the additional classes.
Q. Is there any limit on number of rows? Can I load any number of material as long as excel allows me to
add?
A: The limit is the excel limit, which on the newer versions of excel is 1 million rows. Winshuttle does not
apply any limit to the data that can be loaded or extracted. But the limit is typically set by the interface
you choose to extract it to e.g. Excel – which has a limit of 1m rows or Access which can deal with 5GB
data. etc…
Q: What is BAU stand for?
A: Business as usual - so the follow on activities after the migration.
Q: Are special permissions required in SAP to load transactional data? Or is a normal user account with
access to the respective SAP transaction sufficient?
A: The Winshuttle tool uses the SAP roles, authorisationsauthorizations and permissions. No additional
permissions are required.

Winshuttle provides software products that improve how business users work with SAP. For customers
who struggle with rigid, expensive and inefficient processes that limit their ability to adapt to changing
business conditions, Winshuttle has the solution.
The Winshuttle Platform enables customers to build and adapt Excel and SharePoint-based interactive
forms and workflows for SAP without programming. Thousands of Winshuttle customers have radically
accelerated SAP processes, saving and redirecting millions of dollars every day.
Winshuttle supports customers worldwide from offices in the United States, United Kingdom, France,
Germany, and India.
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